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THEPROCEEDING

On April. 23, l.974 the Boston stock Exchange (BSE), a national.

securities exchange, submitted an appl.ication to the Commissionfor

un1.isted trading pri vil.eges in the ccmunonstock of Ludl.owCorporation

(Ludl.ow)pursuant to Section 12(f)(l.) of the Securities Exchange Act
y

of l.934 (Act). Ludl.owopposed the application and requested a

hearing. The Commission.ordered a hearing on the application and
gj

granted Ludlow the status of a party.

Thereafter, a pre-hearing conference was hel.d in Jul.y and

a hearing was hel.d in November, l.975. Both the Exchange and Ludl.ow

were represented by counsel. at the conference and hearing and

participated f'uJ..l.y. The Commission's Division of Market Regulation

(Division) took the position that it was not "the interested Division

of the Commission"pursuant to Rul.e 9(a) of the Ccmun1ssion'sRul.es
'J/of Practice and, therefore, not a "party" under that Rul.e. Al.though

representatives of the Division did attend the conference and eviden-

tiary hearing, they merel.y observed and did not participate.

Proposed findings of fact, concl.usions of l.aw and briefs were

fil.ed by both the BSEand Ludlow, and the BSEfil.ed a repl.y brief.

i7 l.5 U.S.C. §78! (f)(l.).

gj SEARel.. 11492 (June 25, l.975), 7 SECDocket 238 (Jul.y 8, l.975),
refl.ects the Cammission's ordering of a hearing; and a Minute
Order of the Cammission, dated Jul.y 23, l.975, granted Ludlow's
appl.ication for l.eave to intervene as a party.

?J l.7 CFR20l..9(a)
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In addition the Division of Market Regulation filed a Memorandum

of Law. .An oral argument was had before me on March26, 19r6- in

which C01IDselfor the BSE, Ludlowand the Division participated.

Section 12(f)(2) of the Act sets forth the standards for

determining whether an application such as that involved in thisvproceeding shall be granted. It provides that no application

shall be approved unless it is found that the extension of unlisted

trading privileges is "consistent with the maintenance of fair and

orderly markets and the protection of investors."

During the hearing at the request of the parties official

notice was taken of the Constitution, By-Lawsand Rules of both the

BSEand the NYSE.

The findings and conclusions herein are based upon the evi-

dence as determined from the record and upon observation of the

witnesses. Preponderance of the evidence is the standard of proof

applied.

Ludlow

General

Ludlowis a diversified manufacturer of products falling into

three categories: homefurnishings, manufactured housing and papers

and packaging. Its principal executive offices are located in Massa-

chusetts, and it was incorporated there. In calendar year 19r4 Ludlow

&l 15 U.S.C. §78 1(f)(2).
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had net income of approximately $.5.9 million on sales of $229

million, or $1.63 of income per share of commonstock,

As of February 6, 19{4,21 there were 3,185,725 shares of

commonstock outstanding, held by 8,667 shareholders residing in

every state and the District of Columbia. As of that date, 3,447

record shareholders (approximately 40%) resided in the NewEngland

states. Al1nost31i of the outstanding shares were held by New,

England residents, and approximately 400 of its 11,500 employees

reside in the NewEngland states. Certain of these 400 employees

ownoptions to purchase Ludlowcommonstock. .

The largest individual stockholder holds around 129,000

shares, and the average stockholder ownsaround 370 shares. There

are no substantial institutional holdings.

BSE memberfirms executed 657 trades, comprising 161,779 shares

of Ludlowcommonstock in the three calendar months preceding March

31, 19{4. These transactions were, of course, not executed on the

BSE.

Trading Characteristics of Stock

Ludlowcaminonstock, which is listed on the NewYork Stock

Exchange (NYSE),traded at prices ranging between $8 and $12 per

share during the period January 19{4 through June 19{5. It has

been listed on the NYSEsince 1965 and is neither listed nor traded

j} The record date for the annual meeting of shareholders in 19{4.
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on any other national securities exchange. There is no appreciable

third-market trading.

The vo'Iumeof trading in Ludlowstock on the NYSEis low

relative to that of other listed stocks. Trading volume in Lud-

low stock on the NYSEfor 1974 was 773,300 shares, as comparedwith

the average vo.Iumefor all stocks on the NYSEduring 1974 of approxi.-

mately 2,800,000 shares. Although Ludlow's 1974 trading volume

represents an average daily voltmleof approximately 3,000 shares,

total trading on somedays has been as low as 200 shares. For the

first six months of 1975 Ludlowvolumewas 535,900 shares compared

with the average volumefor all NYSEstocks for the sameperiod of

approximately 1,700,000 shares. In 1974 Ludlowranked 912th out

of 1,543 in total volume on the NYSE.
§j

Market Liquidity. Closeness and Depth

Documentaryevidence was submitted by Ludlowconcerning the

above measurements. It showed, if 1/8th of a point were taken as

the appropriate measure, that during the period January 1974 through

July 1975 (during which there were wide variations in monthly trad-

ing volume) there generally was a direct and significant correlation

Y "Market Liquidity" is measured by the criterion of transaction-
to-transaction price continuity, with the greatest degree of
price continuity maintained when there is no price variation
between two successive transactions.

"Market Closeness" is measured by the spread between the bid
and asked prices continuously quoted by the specialist. The
closest spread possible on the NYSEis 1/8th of a dollar.

"Market Depth" is measured by the change in the price of a
stock over any continuous sequence of 1,000-share transactions.
The greatest possible depth is indicated by no change in price
over a 1,OOO-sharesequence.
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between LudJ.owstock trading volume and the degree of liquidity,

closeness and depth of the market for Ludlow stock. Thus, as trad-

ing volume increased during the period, the percentage of trades

with a high level of price continuity (the measure of market liquid-

ity) increased, and as trading volume decreased, this percentage

decreased. During the period, as trading volume increased, the

percentage of spreads indicating a close market increased, and as

trading volume decreased, this percentage decreased. Changes in

the depth of the market for LudJ.owstock (as measured by the special-

ist's quotation spread) are also directly related to changes in

Ludlow stock trading volume. During the period, as trading volume

increased, the percentage of sequences indicating a high degree of

~ket depth increased, and as trading volume decreased, this per-

centage decreased.

cross-exami nation by counsel for the BSEwith respect to

the high and low volume months during the period elicited that,

if 1/4 of a point were taken as the appropriate measure, the correl-

ation between volume of trading and the three measurements was

not significant.

Lud1.ow'sexpert witness testified that, since Lud1.owtrades

in a range of $8 to $12 per share, the appropriate measure for the

above studies is 1/8th of a point or less and not 1/4 of a POint.
l1

11 It is obvious, as Lud1.owpoints out, that, given the price range
of LucUowstock, 1/4 of a point could amount to as much as 3
percent of the price.
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Notestilnony to the contrary was offered, and this conclusion is

accepted as valid. .

The same expert witness, however, testified that in his view

there wouJ..dnot be any diversion of Ludlowtrading volumeto the
§j

NYSEif lmlisted trading pri vUeges on the BSEwere granted. He

further testified that a fair and orderly market was being maintained

(Tr. 192, 196).

Operation of BSE

The BSEhas l56 memberfirms and 205 individual. ~ers.

BSEmembershave l,359 offices, of which l65 are located in the

NewEngland states. Approximately one-half of the membersare also

membersof other exchanges. As associate membersof the BSE,both

the PBWand Montreal Stock Exchangescan execute orders in stocks

which are traded on an unlisted basis on the BSE.

The hours of trading an the BSE, like those on the NYSE,are

10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

§] A question to which neither the hearing nor the briefs specifi-
cally addressed themselves is whether it can be assumedthat a
low volume of trading on the NYSE,such as is renected in the
Ludlowexhibits in certain months, can validly be equated in
terms of the three pertinent measurementswith reduced trading
on the NYSEoccasioned by a diversion of transactions to the
BSE. It wouJ..dappear, if lmlisted trading privileges were grant-
ed, that with the degree of ccmmnmicationbetween the exchanges
nowavailable (See page 8 of this Initial Decision), and the
considerable mutuality of access which exists, the situation might
be one approaching one market taking place in two locations
(See Oral Argumentpp. l8-l9, 52-56). If this were the situation,
the adverse effects of reduced trading on the NYSEwouJ..dbe
lessened.
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Of the 917 issues currently traded on the BSE, 154 are

f'ul.ly listed, 1eaving a bal.ance of 763 issues, representing over

80 percent of tradeab1e issues, which are traded on an unlisted

basis.

The total. v01umeof trading on the Exchangein cal.endar

year 19'74was 44,03].,000 shares. Of these 44,03].,000 shares, 39,460,000,

representing over 89 percent of the shares traded, were attributab1e

to trading in unlisted stocks.

For the period January through August 19{5, 34,020,000

shares, representing over 86 percent of the shares traded, were

attributab1e to trading in unlisted stocks.

V01umein the 100 most active issues traded on the Exchange

in cal.endar year 19'74accounted for 23,653,7]2 shares. Of these

23,653,7]2 shares, 21,968,641, representing over 92 percent of the

shares traded, were attriputab1e to trading in unlisted stocks.

V01umein the 100 most active issues traded on the Exchange

for the period January through August 1975 accounted for 22,(J(8,'Jr{

shares. Of these 22,(J(8,'Jr{ shares, 19,308,813, representing

over E!ft percent of the shares traded, were attributable to trading-

in unJisted stocks.

32 percent, of the Exchange's total. operating revenues in

cal.endar year 19'74was attributab1e to trading in unlisted issues. '

In the :first eight months of 19'75, 52 percent of the Exchange's
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total operating revenues was attributable to trading in unlisted

issues.

Orders :for stocks traded on an unlisted basis reach the :floor

o:f the Exchangeby telex, telephone and by international teletype.

All trades in NYSE-listedissues are reported on the consoli-

dated tape, regardless of' the market on which the trade is executed.

Since July 1, 1975, every trade in NYSE-llstedissues is reported

within two minutes of' execution to the information processor, the

Securities Industry AutomationCorporation, and appears within a

matter of' minutes on the consolidated tape. The tape reports the

symbolof the stock, the market designation "&B" (meaningmarket

designation Boston), the price and the quantity.

BSESpecialist System

The Exchangeutilizes the services of approximately 40 special-

ists, representing approximately 550 stocks. Approximately48 percent

o:f the stocks admitted to unlisted trading privileges on the BSEdo

not have assigned specialists.

Specialists on the BSEmust be capitalized with cash or liquid

assets equal to the greater of $50,000 or enoughequity to carry at

least 200 shares of' each security f'or which they are the specialists.

The specialist must quote a market, one side of' which equals or ex-

ceeds the current primary market quote and the other side not to

exceed 1/4 o:f a point :fran the primary market quote. Af'ter the

opening, he must buy or sell at least 100 shares, at a price equal
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or better than that prevailing on the primary market, on a multiple

round lot order, provided such purchase or sale will not increase a

long or short position above 300 shares. He is obligated on at

least one order to either buy or sell 100 shares before the opening

regardless of his position.

TheExchange's Business ConductCammittee decides which

specialist, if any, is to be assigned a stock, considering such

factors as the specialists' respective capital positions, other

stocks on their books, and their performanceon other issues. The

procedure is that after a newlisting or unlisted trading privileges

have been granted, a notice to the effect is posted on the floor

with an indication that those interested in applying for the special-

ist assignment should notify the Secretary's office within a specified

period. If there are no applicants, no specialist is appointed.

The President of the BSEtestified that he was unable to predict

whether a specialist wouldbe appointed for Ludlow.

A specialist's obligation to maintain a fair and orderly mar-

ket in the securities which are assigned to him does not differ with

respect to whether the stocks are traded on a listed or unlisted

basis.

Disciplinary and removalaction has been undertaken by the

Exchange's Business ConductCammittee against specialists whohave

violated their obligations.
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Competitive Factors

Massachusetts does not have a state s.tock transfer tax, as

does New York. The BSEpennits foreign memberships, while the NYSE

does not. Mlltiple trading of an issue which has its primary mar-

ket on another exchange opens up a newfield of brokers, the sole

membersof the regional exchange, whohave an economicincentive to

deal in the issue.

The BSEhas had since 1938 a "primary market protection"

order system. nus system perm!ts BSEspecialists to guarantee

membersthat they will automatically receive a price equal to the

current market on either the primary market or the BSE,whichever

is better.

General

Counsel for the BSEsubmitted documentaryevidence relating

to the effect of the granting of unlisted trading privileges on

the BSEupon the amountof trading upon the NYSE. This information

involved 10 issues recently admitted to unlisted trading privileges

where a specialist had been appointed and 9 issues where there was

no specialist. The BSEexhibits showedthat average monthly volume

of trading on the NYSE(for the 6-monthperiod after the unlisted

trading privileges were granted on the BSE)increased in 8 of the

10 issues where a specialist had been appointed, and likewise in-

creased in 8 of the 9 issues where there was no specialist. The
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periods of canparison were a six-month period covering the latter

part of 1974 with a si][-monthperiod following admission to 00-

listed trading privileges generally covering the first half of 19-(5.

It was conceded that the average exchange overall volmne for

19-(5 was almost double that in 19'74, and that this increase alone

could explain the increased volmnereferred to above. AccordingJy,

the most that can be concluded from the above evidence is that ad-

mission to unlisted trading privileges on the BSE does not necessarily

result in reduced trading tor the particular security on the lftBE

(Tr. 56).

In respect to the above securities where a specialist had

been appointed, generally prices on the BSE on the loth, 20th, and

30th of each month for the first 6 months of 19-(5 substantially tracked

those of the BYBE. Tbere were too few prices on those dates for

meaningfUl canparison in respect to securities where no BSE specialist

bad been appointed.

In the event a specialist is not assigned to a stock. which

has unlisted trading pr1vileges, and an order for such stock is not

sent to the primary market, the BSEmember firm may take the order

to the "crowd" on the Exchangenoor, and, if it finds a match, the

firm may execute the order in the Presence of a floor official. This

procedure would be more l.1kely to be followed by a sole memberof

21 Brokers generally are obligated to seek the best execution avail-
able on behalf of their customers.

~
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the BSE, particularly if such sole membermaintained a floor member-

ship. As stated above, about one-half of the membersof the BSE

are sole members. It is not likely that the above procedure would

be followed by a BSEmemberwho is also a memberof the NYSEand

whohas no floor broker on the BSE. Many such dual membersdo not

maintain floor brokers on the BSE. Floor brokerage commissions

are around 8 percent of the prior fixed commission charged on the

transaction.

Applicable Standard

As stated earlier, the application is not to "be granted unless

the Commissionfinds, pursuant to Section 12(f)(2) of the Exchange

Act that "the extension of unlisted trading privileges • • • is

consistent with the maintenance of fair and orderly markets and

the protection of investors." The quoted provision is a part of the

1975 .Amendmentsto the Securities Lawsand has yet to be interpreted

by the Commissionin a contested case. Sharply divergent positions

on the meaning and application of the new statutory reqU:i.rements
1Q/have been taken in this proceeding.

The BSEpoints out that no applications for unlisted trading

privileges by exchanges have been denied since 1944 and that the

Inmediately prior to the 19T5 Amendmentsthe statute provided:
"Noapplication • • • shall be approved unless the Commission
finds • • • that the extension of unlisted trading privi1eges
pursuant to such application is necessary or appropriate in
the public interest."
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Commissionhas been satisfied in most instances to base its dis-

positions of these app1.ications on the modest inf'o:nnation concerning

1.ocal. interest required by the form, and that it has met its burden

of proof by furnishing such material.. It contends that the new

statutory provisions must .be 1.ibera.l1.yinterpreted in view of the

Congressional. commandthat anti-competitive barriers be eliminated

contained in the 1.egisl.ative history and in other provisions of

the 1.CJ75 Amendments.

Ludlow's position is that the BSEhas the burden of proof

that it will es.tablish a fair and order1.y market and that the estab-

lishment of such a market will have no adverse impact on the primary

market for Lud1.owstock on the BYBE. It argues that the BSEhas

not Shown, in view of its failure to assure that a specialist will

be assigned, that !!:!Z market -- much1.ess a fair and order1.y one --

will be maintained on its exchange. It contends that the Commission,

during the period when Section 12(f)(2) applications were the subject.

of active consideration, did require. an applicant to demonstrate

that an adequate trading market wou1.ddeve1.op. Ludlowf'urther argues

that its trading vo1.umeon the NYSEis very 1.owon a rel.ative

basis and that any diversion will have a dem.anstrab1.yadverse effect

on the quall ty of the primary market.

The Division supports granting the application, contending

that the BSEhas met its burden of proof by showing that it provides
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'''an appropriate medimnfor trading"lll dually traded stocks. The

Division's position is that the BSEhas shownthat it has the organi-

zation and capacity to maintain a fair and orderly market in Ludlow

stock and that it need not showthat there will be a continuous mar-

ket on the exchange. It argues -that potential diversion of trading

volmnefrom one exchange to another should not be viewed as a determin-

ing factor and that Commissiondecisions construing Section 12(f)(2)

have consistently cited the encouragementof greater competition as

a basic purpose for granting unlisted trading privileges. The

Division also contends that the legislative history 'and other provisions

of the Securities Acts .Amendmentsof 1'715 make it clear that fostering

competition is of preeminent ilnportance.

The position taken by Ludlowwouldbe muchmore cogent if we

were writing on a b1.ankslate. But the slate has already been exten-

sively written upon in terms of the legislative history of the 1'J75

Amendments,the long-standing policy of the Commission,and the pro-

visions of the Amendmentsthemselves. Whenthese factors are taken

into conSideration, it becomesclear that Ludlow's view of the meaning

of the newstandards is in erro:t.

Thus, in discussing the 1'715 AmendmentsCongress stated

that their "objective wouldbe to enhance competition and to allow

W II Loss, Securities Regulation 1136 (2d ed, 1961)
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econanic forces, interacting within a fair regulatory :field, to arrive

Wat appropriate variations in practices and services". As the

Division and the BSEcontend, the standard of the maintenance of fair

and orderly markets and the protection of investors must be considered

in the context of the legis1ati ve goal of enhancing competition.

In another section of the 1975 Amendments.. Section -llA(a)(l)

(C)(ii) Congress stated:

"It is in the public interest and approPriate for the pro-
tection of investors and the maintenance of fair and orderly
markets to assure--. • • (ii) t"air ~ampetitivong brokers
and dealers, among exchangemarkets • • • ."

It will be noted that this section employsphraseology identical to

that used in the provision in issue here, Section 12(1')(2). At

the very least, Section llA creates, as contended for by the BSE,

a disposition favoring 1.Ul1istedtrading which requires a finding for

the applicant, in view of its showinghere, in the absence of contrary

and persuasive evidence. In effect, a presumption in favor of campe-

tition has been created.

It is clear that since 1944 the Commission,acting through

its staff, has uniformly approved applications for unlisted trading

ID S. Rep. No. 94-75, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 8 0.9'75). It was also
stated as a goal that "investors shouJ..dbe able to obtain the
best execution of their orders and be assured· that because of
open competition amongmarket makers the total market for each
security is as .liquid and orderly as the characteristics of that
secUrity warrant." Id at 12.

1JI 15 U.S.C. §78k-l(a)(1)(C)(ii).

-
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pri vi1eges by the regional. excbanges. Ccmgresswas well aware of
Jl!J .

this policy before enacting the 1975 Amendments.. Ludlowis

arguing for a radical change in the past POlicies of approv:ing

these applicaticms upon minimal showings by applicant exchanges.

If such a change were intended by Congress, it would be logical to

expect the 1egi.slati ve history to contain statements critical of

past Commissionpolicy or indicating that a departure :from. past

practices is in order. No such statements appear.

The Commissionhas itself' noted that the 1975 .Amendments

require it to "consider and weigh the campetitive ini;pact of all

its decisions • • ." SEARelease No. 11942 (December19, 19(5),

8 SECDocket 756, 760 (January 5, 19(6).

Further, as the Division points out, the 1975 Amendmentsin

many other secticms establish the encouragement of campetition as

a policy guideline with respect to other Commissionresponsibilities.

See ~; Secticms 6(b)(5), l5(b)(9), and 15A(b)(9).

There can be no doubt in view of the above that Congress not

only favored the liberal approach to unlisted trading privileges
--.

taken by the Commissionsince 1944, but wished that approach strengthened

to foster even greater ccmpetitwn between exchange markets. Accord-

ingly, the proper interpretation of the standard is basically to

W In 1973 in the Securities Industry Study it was stated "the Cammi-
ssicm bas consistently approved applications by regional exchanges
for dual trading privileges in NYSE-listed securities." SUbccm-
mittee on Securities, Sen. Cemm.on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs, Securities Industry Study, 93d. Cong. 1st Sess. 121
(1973).
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require a minimal showing on the part of applicant exchange, namely,

a degree of Locaf interest, the existence of rules and practices on

said exchanges which assure a fair and orderly market in the subject
\

securities S~O~d such a ~ket develop, and that the subject securi-

ties a~eccurrently being traded in a fair and orderly fashion. It

would be inconsistent with the statutory standard for the mere possi-

bility of an adverse effect from diversion of transactions to result

in a denial of the application.

It is clear that the BSEhas shownthat the extension of

unlisted trading privileges in Ludlowstock would be consistent with

the statutory standard, as interpreted here. It has shown, pursuant
121to the requirements of Rule 12f-l, that a considerable gmountof

local interest in the security exists, and that, with or without the

appointment of a specialist, it will provide an appropriate medium

!Yfor tr~ in the particular security, ~,that it presently

has the organization and capacity for the execution of transactions

in LucUowsecurities in a fair and orderly fashion. It has also

been shownon the record that trading in Ludlowshares on the NYSE

W 17 CFR 240. rae-a.
!§J 'That the operating mechanics of the applicant exchangemust be

satisfactory was a test applied in cases under earlier statutory
standards. See Boston Stock Exchange, 3 S.E.C. 693,699, (1938);
Seattle Stock Exchange, 8 S.E.C. 7(Jf, 712-13 (1941)
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has remained f'air and orderly through various f'luctuations in

the number of' shares traded. The BSEhas shownthat competitive

advantages do exist which conceivably could lead investors to trade

Ludlowstock on the BSErather than the NYSE.

Ludlowhas contended that the BSEmust also showthat an

adequate market f'or Ludlowstock will develop on that exchange. The

BSEtakes the position that it is enough to showthat such a market

"could develop" (Oral Argument, p. 18). In support of' its conten-

tion Ludlowrelies, amongother cases, upon Baltimore stock Exchange,

12 S.E.C. 516 (1942), and Cincinnati Stock Exchange, 6 S.E.C. 661

(1940), and takes the position that unless the BSEcommits a special-

ist no such showing can be made (Oral Argument, p. 39).ID However,

the Baltimore Stock Exchangecase presented a situation in which

there were no specialists on the Exchange not, as here, where there

are specialists and one mayeventually be appointed to deal in Lud.l.ow

stock. In the Cincinnati Stock Exchangecase applications were granted

even though there were no specialists on the f'loor of' the exchange.

The procedure f'or trading the security "on call" on that Exchange

was somewhatsimilar to that which could occur in this case (See pp. 11-12

of' this Initial Decision).

ill If', however, under Ludlow's theory a specialist were committed,
it would still oppose granting the application because of' its
position that a harmfUl diversion of' transactions f'romthe pri-
mary market would probably occur (Oral Argument, p. 41).

-
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Further, to -the extent these and other cases appear to require

someconcrete assurance that an adequate market will develop, it

should be noted that they were decided in a different factual context,

under different statutory standards and in a different regulatory

climate. To require in this case that a specialist be committed or

other specific assurance that "an adequate market" will develop

would have the effect of unnecessarily tmpeding campetition. Such

a requirement would not be consonant with the statutory purpose to

"enhance competition and to allow economicforces, interacting within

a fair regulatory field, to arrive at appropriate variations in
;!§J

practices and services.'

Ludlowcontends that deve10pnent of a trading market on the

BSEwould substantially impair the present fair and orderly market

for that stock on the NYSEthrough diversion of transactions to

the BSE. While LUdJ.ow'sexpert witness testified that he expected

no significant diversion from the granting of unlisted trading pri vi-

leges (Tr. 162-3) ,W Ludlowargues that, if a specialist were appointed,

a significant diversion would occur (Oral Argmnent, pp. 40-41). A1-

though no Commissioncases have denied applications for unlisted

trading privileges on the basis of potential diversion, early legisla-

tive history relating to predecessor provisions to that in issue here

ID Sen. Rep. No. 94-75, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 8 (1975)

!21 He 1'urther was unable to cite any examples of other stocks in
which a fair and orderly market on the primary exchange was

. impaired by the granting of unlisted trading privileges (Tr.
179-80).
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suggests that potential diversion could be so substantial and so

clearly innninentas to warrant denial of applications. W In view

of the legislative history and related provisions of the 1975

Amendments,diversion, which is, after ail, a necessary result of

the favored goal of campetition, must nowbe assigned an even

narrower role.

In this case it is obviously impossible to predict the extent

of diversion or its impact upon the primary market in the event a

specialist is appointed. The problem of diversion here is best

left for consideration under other provisions of the statute where

action could be based uponmore than mere speculation. In the

event difficulties should develop in the trading of Ludlowstock,

the Act provides in Section 12(f)(4) that upon application of the

issuer or others, or upon its ownmotion, the Commissionshall

"terminate, or suspend for a period not exceeding twelve months,

such unlisted trading privileges for such security if the Commission

finds, after appropriate notice and opportunity for hearing, that

such termination or suspension is necessary or appropriate in the
,21/

public interest or for the protection of investors.'

In the event a specialist is not appointed, it appears that

transactions in Ludlowstock, on the BSEmayconsist largely of pre-

arranged block trades. Ludlowargues that such trading is inconsistent

See Testimonyof ChairmanLandis, Hearings on s. 4023 Before the
HouseComm.on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,74th Cong., 2d
Sess0 22 (February 25, 1936), 8 (May6, 1936).

gJj 15 U.S.C. §78 1(f)(4).
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with the protection of investors, because it would deprive public limit

orde:r.:s,residing on the NYSEspecialist I s book and capable of execu-

tion at the'block price, of the opportunity to receive an execution

at the time of the block trade. As the Division points out, this

issue has existed tor many years because of the multiple-exchange

and over-the-counter markets for many securities. It has never been

articulated as a consideration in Commissiondecisions on unlisted

trading. As the Division :f'urther points out, the COIlIDlissionhas

determined to address this problem not by restricting multiple

trading of securities but rather by the development of a national

market system, including the implementation of a composite book.

See SEAaei, No. ll628 (September 2, 1975), 7 SECDocket 762 (Septem-

ber 16,19'75), and SEARef., No. ll942 (December19,1975),8 SEC
. ?JJ

Docket 756 (January 5, 19'76).

Ludlowalso argues that, if the interpretat ion which I have

adopted is correct, it was pointless for Congress to have provided

any standard. It might just as well have "said that any stock

listed on the NewYork Stock Exchange can be automatically traded

on any regional -exchange" (Oral Argument, p. 43). It does seem

clear that Congress has substantially narrowed the area in which the

Commissionmay properly qeny applications for unlisted trading privi-

leges. However, it cannot be concluded that there will never be

any such situations. Conceivably, procedures or practices on a
. ... ~.-- -. . -- - . --gg; While Congress did express concern over this problem, it did not

view the remedy as the suppression of competition but rather
as the establishment of Itamechanismby which all buying and
selling interest in a given security can be centralized and
thus assure public investors best execution. tI S. Rep. No. 94-75
94th Cong., 1st Sess. 17 (1975).

- ~~ - - - - -
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particular exchangemight not measure up to the statutory standard,

or there might be no possibility of activity in the Particular security

on the applicant exchange, or the extent of the impact from diversion

might be so clear and so adverse as clearly to outweigh the benefits

of competition. Further, the statutory standard was designed to

serve over the long term, and conditions maychange.

As indicated above, it has been copcluded that granting the

BSEapplication is consistent with the maintenance of fair and

orderly markets and the protection of investors.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDEREDthat the application of the Boston

Stock Exchangefor unlisted trading privileges in the cammonstock

of LudlowCorporation is granted.

This order shall becomeeffective in accordance with and

subject to Rule 17(1') of the Commission'sRules of Practice.

Pursuant to Rule 17(1'), this initial decision shall become

the final decision of the Commissionas to each party whohas not,

within fifteen (15) days after service of this initial decision

upon him, filed a petition for review of this initial decision

pursuant to Rule 17(b), unless the Commission,pursuant to Rule 17(c),

determines on its own ini tiati ve to review this initial decision

as to him. If a party timely files a petition for review, or the

Commissiontakes action to review as to a party, the initial decision
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Wshall. not becane finaJ. with respect to that party.

~!UJ~
Administrative Law Judge

Washington, D.C.
May 6, 19r6

fjJ All proposed findi ngs and conclusions submitted by the parties
have been considered, as have their contentions. To the extent
such proposals and contentions are consistent with this initial
decision, they are accepted.


